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Abstract：Condition based maintenance(CBM)issues a new challenge of real．time monitoring for machine health maintenance．Wear

state monitoring becomes the bottle-neck of CBM due to the 1ack of on．1ine information acquiring means．The wear mechanism

iudgment wim characteristic wear debris has been widely adopted in off二line wear analysis；however，on-1ine wear mechanism

chamcterization remains a big pmblem．In this paper，the wear mechanism identification via on-line fbrro酎印h images is studied．Tb

obtain isolated wear debris in an on．1ine fbrrograph image，the deposition mechanism of wear debris in on—line fermgraph sensor is

studied．The study result shows wear debris chain is the main morphology due to local magnetic field aroulld the d印osited wear debris．

Accordingly’an impmved sampling route for on一1ine wear debris deposition is designed wim focus on the self-adjusnllent deposition

time．As a result，isolated wear debris can be obtained in aIl on．1ine image，which facilitates tbe feature extmction of characteristic wear

debris．By refbrring to t11e knowledge of analytical ferrograph，four dimensionless mo印hological features，including equiValent

dimension，length．width ratio，shape fktor'and contour丘actal dimension of characteristic wear debris are ex仃acted for distinguishing

four咖ical wear mechanisms including nornlal，cutting，f酐igue，and severe sliding wear．Furthemore，a feed·for、硼州neural ne觚ork is

adopted to consnlIct an automatic wear mechanism identification model．By training with the samples厅om analytical fbrrograph，the

model might identi母some typical characteristic wear debris in an on—line ferrogr印h image．This paper performs a meaning如l

exploratorv for on．1ine wear mechanism analysis，and the 01)tained results wiU provide a feasible way for on—line wear state monitoring．

Keywords：wear mechanism，chamcteristic wear debris，ferrography，image processing

1 Introduction

Wbar debris analysis is one of the most comprehensive

and intuitionistic memods for wear monitoring【¨．With

analvtical ferrographM massive infomation of wear

mechanism has been obtained bV ex订acting me features of

chamcteristic wear debris，such as morphology，color and

texture【川． Moreover’the special analVsis system has been

develoDed for wear mechanism identification【j|．However，

there are still two inherent disadvantages fbr仃aditional

analVsis as me long monitoring inten，al and the

experience—depended judgmentH． By now， ferrograph

analvsis has been confined in 12LboratoIV，thus was defined

as an off∑line means． Nowadavs， condition based

maintenance issued a new chanenge of on一1ine and

automatic monitoring，which limited analytical fen．ography

from如吡er applications【川．Many sensors were developed

for on—line monitoring’but most of the sensors provided

numerical other than image signals【oJ．A newly developed

on．1ine f色H．ograph senso一71 provided a solution to this
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problem by proViding on-line fbrrograph images，which

made real—time wear mechanism analvsis f’easible【酬．

However’ the studv on the real．time wear mechanism

characterization was limited due to the difficulties in the

feature ex仃action仃om on．1ine wear debris images．

Si擘皿ificant pro霉：resses in the effective feature ex仃action

of the chamcteristic wear debris have been obtained in

analytical ferrography吵HoweVer，such achieVements

cannot be adopted directly in on-line image analysis．In

practice，it is dimcult to ident研sin91e wear debris f而m an

on．1ine image due to me on．1ine f’eanlres such as 10w

resolution，high contamination and wear debris chains．

Thus，statistical ramer man precise description is more

su“able for on．1ine analvsis of wear debris imagesLluJ．In

previous works，some attempts were perfbmed on the

statistical f．eature ex廿．action of on．1ine wear debris

images[51．

Accordir培ly，the study was carried out focusing on the

capture of characteristic wear debris via on一1ine fe仃ograph

sensor and the co玎espondjng inteUigent wear mechanism

identification．The sampling parameters in the wear debris

deDosition were stLldied to achieve is01ated wear debris in

an on-1ine image． Furthe咖ore，an artificial intenigence

model was investigated to identi母the wear mechanisms
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via the f色atures of characteristic wear debris

2 Characteristics of Wear Debris DepOsition
in On-line Ferrograph

2．1 Principle of on-line f．errograph image capture

The p“nciple of on．1ine f．erro；≯aph is illustrated in Fig．

1⋯J．The sensor is nxed in the machine’s retum line．The

lubricant from the machine’s retum line fbllows through the

flow channel of the sensor．The wear debris carried bv the

lubricant is deposited under the activated magnetic fbrce．

2．2 Formation mechanism 0f wear debris chains

in on—line f套rrograph images

Wear debris chains are the main morphological

characteristics of an on—line ferrogr印h image． The

fbmlation of wear debris chain is i11ustrated by a sequence

of on—line images in sampling．As shown in Fig．3，wear

debris was deposited consistently with time and f≯adually

developed from isolated ones into chains． The process

indicated that the wear deb“s morphology of an on一1ine

fbrrograph image was highly dependent on its deposition

The images of the transmined and reflected light are
tlme

sequentiallV captured bV the CMOS unit and stored in the

computer．FinallY，the magnetic f．orce is released and the

now channel is nushed into the oil tank．The Drocess is

repeated periodicallV according to the above sequence until

temlinated by instmction．A typical transmitted image is

shown in Fig．2．An index of particle coverage area(IPCA)

can be calculated from the transmitted image as the

auantita“ve indicator of wear debris concentration．

Fig．1． Schematic diagram of on一1ine Visual

ferrograph sensor system

F嘻2． Transmj cted image

a)l s

fcl 4 s

fbl 2 s

rdl 8 s

n 60 s

Fig．3．Wear debris was deposited with time

The f-ormation mechanism of wear deb“s chains is

illustrated in Fig．4．There is a unifbnn magnetic neld
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between the magnetic poles． Wear debris passing—by is key to solve the problem．

deposited and magnetized under the magnetic neld．

Correspondingly， a local reinf-orced magnetic field is 3 Acquisition of Characteristic Wear Debris

formed around the deposited wear debris．When subsequent in an on-line Ferrograph lmage

wear debris passes by the previously deposited one，it is

attracted and deposited f101lowing the previously deposited Deposition time has influences on the acquisition of

one． The process is operated and recurred through the cnaracterlstlc wear deb九s． Long tlme Introduces wear

whole sampling process．Finally，wear debris chains appear
debris chains，and shon time reduces the probability of

as shown in Fig．4(c)

Ma2netlc lines
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Fig．4． Formation mechanism of wear debri8

chains under magnetic行eki

Characteristic wear debris was the fIocus in analvtical

ferrograph．HoweVer，chains were the main mo巾hological

characteristic of wear debris in an on—line fbrrograph image

Therefore．isolation of the wear debris from the wear debris

chains is a basis．This has been accomDlished in analVtical

ferrography by manual operation．However，the automatic

segmentation of wear deb“s still remained an uns01ved

problem in on—line ferrography eVen thou曲 some

analogous achievements have been obtained in regular

panicle segmentation，e．譬．，adhesive cellsl¨J．

A1temative idea was triggered from the deposition

process as shown in Fi g．3．For the initiaJ images，is01ated

wear debris was the main morphol02V of the wear debris of

the images．Therefore，the deposition time seems to be a

capturing characteristic wear debris． Therefore，

determination of the deposition time adaptively is

necessaU efkctively．

3．1 Deposition time in wear debris sampling

As shown in Fig．3，we can see that less deposition time

corresDonds with less wear debris．and then smaller IPCA．

Accordingly， IPCA could be adopted as a simple and

practjcal criterion fbr detenninjng the deposition time．A

well is01ated image，as shown in Fig．3(d)，has a small

I PCA of 27 1 and a short deDosition time of 8 seconds．

HoweveL su硒cient sampling time is a】ways needed to

obtain enough wear debris，especially fbr relatively clean

lubricant． A new sampling strategy referred as

multi-sampling with short deposjtion time was proposed．

3．2 Multi-sampnng route design

The preViously adopted sampling route is shown in

Fig．5．only one sampling was designed in one cycle．The

improVed sampling route is shown in Fig．6．The sampling

number was unfixed in adVance but detennined by the

condition of“IPCA<200"． The condition was given

according to the expe“ment result and could be changed in

difkrent app“cations．

Flush now c11annel

{
DcDosIt、、ear debns

l
Thkc lma叠e

I
FIush flow channeI

Fig．5． Original sampling route

The advantage of the improved route was that the

self’adaptability of the deposition time according to the

wear debris concentration in the 1ubricant．As shown in

Fig．7，the results of the improVed sampling mute exllibited

a satisfactory ef先ct in detennining characteristic wear

deb ris

∥、＼惭／
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Fig．6． ImproVed sampling route
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Fig 7 Samples of characteristic wear debris

in on—line ferrograph imagcs

4 Wear Mechanism of Characteristic Wear
Debris Based on Feed．forward Neural

Network

As the direct product of wear process，characteristic wear

debris contains Drof．ound inf．oHnation of wear mechanism．

For analytical ferrograph y， comprehensive achievements

have been obtained in detailed fbanlI’e extraction of wear

debris to exactlv analvze the wear mechanisms．While fbr

on—line fbrrographY，the determination on wear mechanism

was greatl_y limited due to poor image qualities and

automation request．A primary identmcation method was

studied for on—line wear mechanism characterization

focusing on the rough morphological featLlres of

characteristic wear debris with a neural net、vork model．

4．1 ExtractiOn 0f f电atures of characteristic wear debris

Characteristic wear deb“s was located and isolated in an

on-line ferrograph image with the preViously deVeloped

grav stack method【1jJ．Contour fIeatIlres are concemed in the

on一1ine identi6cation by referring to analytical ferrography：

equiValent dimension，1ength-width ratio，shape factor，and

contour 仃actal dimension． The meanin￡s of the fbur

f．eatures were described as f．ollows．

(1)Equivalent dimension

Eauivalent dimension renects the size of wear debris

dimension and area statisticallv．It can be calculated as

彬=√等 (1)

where％is the wear deb“s equivalent dimension，爿is the

total wear debris area．

(21 Length—width ratio

Wear debris len2th—width ratio is the ratio between the

size of the k)ng axis and shon axis of wear debris．It is a

Very imponant parameter for distinguishing the cutting

wear from other mechanisms．It can be calculated as

职：三．
。

∥

where"，2 is the wear debris length—width ratio，￡is the size

of wear debris 10ng axis，渺is the size of wear debris shon

axis．

(3)Shape factor

The shape factor refers to the circular degree．It can be

calculated as

⋯ 47【爿

∥3 2可，

where％is the wear debris shape factor，爿is the total wear

debris area，Jp is the edge parameter．The shape fhctor is in
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the range of 0 to 1．If the Value of the shape factor is closer

to 1，the wear debris shape is closer to a spheroid．Thus，the

shape factor is an important parameter to identi匆spherical
particle．

(4)Contour仟actal dimension

The contour shape of wear debris is complex and

irregular generaIly． Its characteristics have a certain

relationshiD with fhction’s wear conditions[141．The f．ractal

dimension is a descnption of the capacity of wear debris

contour and surf-ace sh印e filling space．As research shown，

wear debris contour has行actal feature【1引．The仔actal

dimension is calculated by using the Mandelbrot coasting

length measurement principle，印proximating the actual

contour to polygon，by changing the measurements and

calculating the perimeter of polygon，which is aVailable to

obtain the relationshiD of measure and scale【怕J． For

difI-erent steps of ，， we can get the wear debris’s

corresponding circumferenceⅣ(r)．Getting this data set on

a bi-logarimm coordinates a11d tllen c鲫哆ing out minimum

Variance linear regression can get the wear debris contour

行actal dimension．Let x，=lg(力，弦=lg(^，(力)，and me

calculatjon f．onllula js

呒= ∑(_一％)(”一蜘)
∑(一一％)(_一％)’

where％is me wear debris contour矗actal dimension，勒is

me aVerage of五，如is wear debris projected area．

The three images in Fig．7 were processed to extr-act

矗bove fIeatures．The calculation results of the characteristic

wear debfis were given in Table 1．

ThbIe 1． Results of four featIIres of characteristic wear

debris in the images in Fig．7

4．2 Characteristic wear debris identincatiOn model

A model of fbnvard f．eed—back neu仃al net、vork was

constmcted f．or wear debris identification．The sⅡucture of

ne似ork，as shown in Fig．8，contains three layers：input

layer， output layer and hidden layer． The input layer

contains four feature variables：the output 1ayer contains

four俩。一value variables．The number of the hidden laver’s

nodes can be detennined by experience firstly；and then

improVed by experiment． Considering e伍ciency and

precision comprehensiVely，the hidden layer contains six

nodes nnaUV．

Input layer Hldden layer 0utDut laver

ExpectatlOn

rNonTlal

Cutting

Fatigue

SeVere sliding

Forward propagation

Fig．8． Stmcture ofthe fo州ard feed-back neu仃al ne¨ork
fbr characteristic wear debris identi6cation

According to anal”ical feHDgraphy，t11e criterion for

wear mechanism judgment was given in Table 2．Diffbrent

combination of me output variables corresponds wim

dif蕾orent wear mechanisms． The model was realized bv

programming with the so胁are VC++6．0．Due to the

deficiency of on．1ine reference s锄ples，some analvtical

ferro铲印h images were adopted as the tmining s锄ples．
Finally'a self-le锄ing neMork model was obtained for

on—line wear mechanism identification．

Thble 2． Expected outputs Of the f．0rward fbed—back

neutral netwOrk

4．3 Application of Characteristic wear debris

identification

Aiming at the on—line wear mechanism identi6cation，the

method designed in this paper was verified with some used

engineering oil．Wim the automatic sampling route，some

ferrograph images with characte“stic wear debris were

obtained as shown in Fig． 9． According to analytical

ferro铲aphy，the mechanisms of the chamcteristic wear

debris were f’atigue for Figs．9(a)and 9(c)，cutting fbr Figs．

9(b)，9(d)and 9(e)，and nonnal wear f．or Fig．9(D．
The fbur mo叩hology features were exn-acted with the

siX images，respectiVely．The results were given in T幻le 3．

The identincation results by the network model were given

in T曲le 4．By ref．erring to the criterion in T，lble 2，the wear

mechanisms were e任lectivelv identified．

Although more examinations were required to veri句the

model，the work makes a primary first step for on一1ine wear

mechanisms identjfjca“on
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口

一

Fig．9． 0n一1ine fbrrograph images with different characteristic

wear debris

1、abIe 3． Features of characteristic wear debris

in the images in Fig．9

1rable 4． Characteristic wear debris identification results

with images in Fig．9

Jma峨in—旦业坐堕里塑坐坐唑竺型生一w。8。m。。h8“i8m
Fig 9 oulp⋯Oucput 2 oucpuc 3 oulpul4甜萎：：瓮黧忙

Fi2．9(a) O．OO 1 O．000 O 933 0．1 44 Fatlgue

Fi譬9(b) O OOO O．004 O 167 0 967 Cutting

Fig 9(c) O 000 O 000 0 965 O．032 Fatigue

Fi2 9(d) O OOl O 986 0 000 0 014 Cuttin2

Fi譬．9(e) O 000 O．006 O．051 O 991 Cuttin2

Fig．9(n 0．984 O．OOO 0．009 O．009 Nomlal wear

5 Conclusions

Aiming at the wear mechanism identincation via

characteristic wear debris with on-line ferrograph images，

the sampIing method and the identincation model of

characteristic wear deb“s were studied．Three main

conclusions were drawn as f-ollows．

f l 1 The fonllation mechanism of wear debris chains in

on—line ferrograph image was illustrated．Accordingly，an

improVed sampling route for wear debris sampling was

proposed and characteristic wear debris was identi6ed from

an on·line ferrograph image．

f21 Four contour fIeatures of characteristic wear debris

were extracted from an on—line ferrograph image for wear

mechanism characterization．

f3)The model for wear mechanism identi行cation was

constr’ucted with a f．onvard f色ed—back neutral net、vork．The

model with analytical ferrography knowledge could

identify the wear mechanisms with on．1ine ferrograph

images，which giVes a meaningful exploratory for on—line

wear monitOring．
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